EMAIL on Teaching Resources at Stanford Earth and beyond
From: Margot Gerritsen
(margot.gerritsen@stanford.edu) <margootje.gerritsen@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, Mar 24, 2020 at 2:38 PM
Subject: Stanford Earth Course Design and Teaching Support this Week
To: <se3-faculty-regular@lists.stanford.edu>, <se3-faculty-affiliated@lists.stanford.edu>

Dear SE3 faculty and other instructors,
We are writing to remind you of support this week while you are working to take spring
quarter courses online.
•

•
•
•
•
•

If you would like us to help advertise a spring course, we are building a webpage for
that purpose. We can help promote your course flyers, your syllabus, and even a
short info video if you would like. Please send materials to Audrey Yau as soon as
you have them. The website will go live on 3/25 and we can update it along the way.
There are daily workshops on Zoom, Panopto, Leading Online Discussions, Building
Community Online, etc. at TeachAnywhere event page
Margot Gerritsen and Robyn Dunbar are available for 1:1 discussions about your
course and can help connect you to relevant resources
Ryan Petterson is available for thinking about field experiences, alternatives, etc.
John Freshwaters can advise about platforms and other tools you might be
considering or in need of.
Finally, the Center for Teaching and Learning is hosting daily live office hours for all
your questions and their Spring TA Orientation on April 3rd is devoted to helping
your TAs navigate online teaching!

Please reach out to any of us where we can be helpful!
We will continue to update these and other teaching resources on our Stanford Earth
COVID-19 Info page, so you can always go straight there instead of searching old emails.
On behalf of the Educational Affairs team in the Dean’s Office, we thank you for all you are
doing to launch a great spring quarter under unusual conditions!
Cheers,
Audrey, John, Margot, Robyn, Ryan

-Margot Gerritsen
Professor, Stanford University
Sen. Assoc. Dean in Earth, Energy & Environmental Sciences
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